Determining automatically what constitutes a scene in a video is a challenging task, particularly since there is no precise definition of the term "scene". It is left to the individual to set attributes shared by consecutive shots which group them into scenes. Certain basic attributes such as dialogs, like settings and continuing sounds are consistent indicators. We have therefore developed a scheme for identifying scenes by clustering shots according to detected dialogs, like settings and similar audio. Results from experiments show automatic identijkation of these types of scenes to be reliable.
Introduction
In order to partition a video into semantically richer entities, shots must be grouped together based on content. The ultimate goal is to automatically determine shot clusters which a human would judge as "scenes". A scene is "usually composed of a small number of interrelated shots that are unified by location or dramatic incident"[ 11. In the literature these are also called "video paragraphs" [6] , "story segments" [ 191 or "story units"[3] [20] [21] [22] . Unfortunately, the clustering of shots into "scenes" depends on subjective judgements of semantic correlation. Experiments, however, showed that some basic units are clustered by all viewers: contiguous shots of the same setting, dialogs and shot sequences combined by audio such as continuing music background.
In this paper, we present our algorithms for automatic determination of these types of scenes. Section 2 gives an overview of our system. The clustering of shots into scenes depends on the attribute which stands in the foreground. Each attribute is calculated via one or more content features which are deemed important for representing the attribute: audio content is described in Section 3.1, face and dialog determination in Section 3.2 and like setting information based on color and orientation hints in Section 3.3. All of these features yield a normalized table of distances between 0-7695-0253-9199 $10.00 0 1999 IEEE the shots of a video, which are exploited for clustering. We present experimental results for the algorithms in Section 4 prior to concluding the paper with a discussion about further research in this area.
System Overview
Our system proceeds in several steps as follows. In a first step, the shots are recovered from the video. Shots are defined as "one uninterrupted image with a single static or mobile framing" [4] . They are the atomic units of our system. Shot delimiting edits like hard cuts, fades and dissolves are calculated via the algorithms proposed by [9] . All editing effects are eliminated before analyzing semantic features because they may bias the similarity measure between contiguous shots unfavorably and thus lead to wrong scenes.
Then the values for each semantic feature are calculated. Currently we determine audio features, color features, orientation features and faces appearing in the shots, as they are important for the types of scenes we want to determine. Refer to Section 3 for details.
Next, we determine the distances between shots with respect to each feature. We do not integrate the different features into one distance measure for three reasons. Firstly, it is not possible to determine a fair integrated distance measure for the different features. Some features may be more important than others, but at this stage, it is not possible to say which are and which are not. Secondly, an integrated distance measure would destroy the semantic message of each individual feature. It is easy to separately judge the correctness of clusters based on each single feature, but nearly impossible if they are combined. Thirdly, the semantics of different features may conflict with each other. For instance, a continuous audio track is often used to move smoothly from one setting to another. Thus, the shot clustering results of the respective features are contradictory.
Finally, based on the calculated shot distance tables, we are able to merge shots for each feature separately but by means of a single algorithm.
Feature Calculation

"Audio Sequence" Determination
There are only few approaches that determine scenes based on "audio" analysis. Aside from those that use a written transcript or the closed captions [9][ 141 -which are not usually available -we only found one paper that presents an idea for the more ambitious task of analyzing the digitized audio directly: by Saracen0 and Leonardi [18] , but -to our knowledge -they never implemented or tested their proposal. Our approach here is comparable to their proposal.
Great semantic changes in videos usually occur in conjunction with profound changes in the audio track. Therefore we define an "audio sequence" to be a sequence of shots in which very similar audio signal sequences recur. Examples include music continuing over several shots, ongoing dialog or ongoing noise like the cheering of a crowd.
At first, we define two types of audio sounds: background and foreground. Background sounds in a video give a general feeling of the atmosphere of a scene. They do not carry information necessary to an understanding of the film story -otherwise they would be in the foreground such that the audience could easily hear and understand them. However, background sounds are just as dynamic as foreground sounds. Treated in the same manner as foreground sounds they cause many audio sequence endpoints that are not intended as they are of no interest. Therefore, the first step in determining audio sequences is to determine time periods containing exclusively background sounds. We call such periods "background segments" and determine them basically via a loudness threshold leaning on a large signal-to-noise ratio between background and foreground segments.
Background segments are disregarded during the further processing. In foreground segments, great changes of spectral content are being registered as audio cuts and delimit time periods with similar sound. Hereto, a sliding Hamming window of size 100 ms is used to calculate the Fourier transform. Then the complex Fourier coefficients are converted into real values by calculation of decibels. The resulting real-valued feature vector for each window is called an audio feature vector xr . The window is advanced by about 314 of the total window size to calculate the next audio feature vector. A forecasting vector is calculated by exponential smoothing forecasting, i.e by
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where 0 e a e 1 is called the smoothing constant (here set to 0.2) and F , is the audio feature vector of the very first window ( x~) . The forecasting vector represents the distribution of the intensities of the frequencies of all previous windows and therefore constitutes a template for the regarded audio shot. The speed at which the forecasting vector adapts to new feature values is controlled by the smoothing constant.
The decision about an audio cut is based on the difference between a new feature vector and the forecasting vector. The difference is calculated via the Euclidean distance. We have two difference thresholds: a high threshold which directly determines a cut (because there was a significant difference) and a lower threshold which determines similarity (i.e. the difference is only small). If too many consecutive feature vectors are classified as similar, we also deduce a cut. After a cut, calculation of the forecasting vector starts again with F, = xt .
Audio cuts delimit so-called audio shots, whose spectral content is represented by their last forecasting vector. Such a vector is also calculated on background segments. Normalized versions of these vectors are used in the calculation of the table of distances between (video) shots. Thus, the background and audio cut algorithms result in a table of audio shots which are described by the vector AS, = (FS,, tk, ( x k ) ) , where FS, specifies the frame sequence covered by the audio shot
AS,,
tk E: {Background,Foreground}, and ( x k ) is a vector of real values between [0,1] which signifies the audio content of the audio shot. Sequential (video) shots whose audio shots differ greatly belong to different audio sequences and must therefore be assigned a large distance value. Therefore, the table of istances between (video) shots is calculated from the audio shots AS, by comparing all spectral content vectors (x,) of all audio shots contained within the regarded (video) shots based on the normalized Euclidean distance metric. The closest vectors define the distance.
In a last step, the merging algorithm is applied on the distance table. It integrates all shots into audio sequences which are no further than a lookahead number of shots apart and whose distance is below a certain threshold. Overlapping shot clusters are also grouped together.
Dialog Determination
A special scene type is a dialog. We determine dialogs in the video domain. The form in which dialogs are presented can differ. Some dialogs show the dialog partners in turn, one at a time, in a frontal view. This pattern is called the shotheverse shot pattern. In other dialogs, the dialog partners are all visible in the scene, typically from the side. Other dialog setups are possible. We concentrate on the very widely used shotheverse shot pattern. To detect it, our shot grouping system must understand where the actors appear in the video.
Therefore, we have implemented a face detection algorithm. It is based on the neural-network based system developed by Rowley, Baluja, and Kanade [ 171 but adapted to video analysis (see [ 121 for details) . Each face detected by that system is isolated and unrelated to other faces in the video. Therefore, the next task is to find groups of frames showing the same actors. Such a group of related frames is called a face-based class.
In a first step, faces within shots are related to each other according to the similarity of their position and size in neighboring frames, assuming that these features change only slightly from frame to frame. This is especially true for dialog scenes. In addition, we dispose of accidental misclassifications by the face detector by discarding all facebased classes with fewer than three occurrences of a face, and by allowing up to two drop-outs in the face-tracking process.
In a second step, face-based classes with similar faces within the same shot are merged by the Eigenface face recognition algorithm [ 161 in order to obtain the largest possible face-based classes.
The same face recognition algorithm is used to identify and merge face-based classes of the same actor across shots throughout the video, resulting in so-called face-based sefs. They describe where, when and in what size the actors appear in the video. However, the Eigenface face recognition algorithm cannot guarantee that all face groups of the same actors merge together. An actor's face varies too much throughout a video. Our grouping algorithm typically splits the main actors into a few distinguished face-based sets. Now, it is easy to detect typical shotheverse-shot dialogs and multi-person dialogs. A sequence of contiguous shots of a minimum length of three shots is denoted as a dialog if (1) at least one face-based class is present in each shot no further apart from its neighbor than 1 second and ( 2 ) the Eigenface-based shot-overlapping relations between face-based classes interlink shots by crossings. The length of the dialog is cut down to the first and last face-based set that has a shot-overlapping relation.
Setting Determination
A setting is defined as a locale where the action takes place. Often, it can be detected by the repetitive appearance of the same background in a constant illumination. This makes it possible to use color and structure information to determine a setting.
3.3.1. Color Feature: CCV. Shots with very similar color content usually belong to a common setting because they share a common background. The color content changes more dramatically from setting to setting than within a single setting. Color content is usually measured by some sort of refined color histogram technique. We use the color coherence vector (CCV) presented in [ 151 as it makes use of spatial coherence and discriminates much better than the basic color histogram. For distance calculations between two CCVs, the spatial distance presented in [ 151 is used.
Structure feature: Orientation.
Orientation of structures in images is another feature that is suitable to characterize a location. For instance, in pictures of city scenes with many buildings, one can expect many vertical edges. In contrast, this type of orientation is much more unlikely in images of humans or natural scenes [5] . Thus, it is reasonable to describe characteristics of background settings by the orientation it contains.
The prototype of local orientation is defined as an image structure in which the gray or color values change only in exactly one direction, but remain static in the orthogonal direction. Orientation does not distinguish between direction xo and ( x + 180)'. Consequently, it varies only between 0 and 180", unlike direction which ranges from 0 to 360" [8] .
The various algorithms to determine local orientation commonly operate on gray-scale images. Before computation it is useful to increase the global contrast in order to prevent structures from emerging inadequately in dark or bright images. Also, a histogram-based normalization of the gray-scale values is performed before calculation of orientation.
We derive orientation via the inertia tensor [2] [8] . It allows neighborhoods of constant gray values to be distinguished from neighborhoods with isotropic structures or local orientation. A detailed derivation can be found in PI.
In addition to the question how local orientation can be determined, it is also important to find a suitable aggregated feature that captures the characteristics of local orientation in the entire image. We capture the local orientation of an image independently of translations and small or middle scalings. Local orientation of an image is captured by an orientation correlogram. It is defined -like the color correlogram in [7] -as a table indexed by an orientation pair the probability that within a distance of k of an orientation i the orientation j can be found in the image. Thus, the orientation correlogram describes how the spatial correlation of orientation pairs changes with distance. As a feature it is more robust than the detailed raw orientation <i,j>. The kth entry yi,, k of an orientation pair <ij> specifies image while avoiding the poor discriminating power of highly aggregated features such as histograms of local Orientation.
In defining orientation correlograms, the orientation Q is discretized in n classes K i : z s g c l . z , i~ N = 11 ,..., n) .
In the experiments, we chose n = 8 and d = I D = { 1,3,5,7)1.
The distance between two orientation correlograms is measured based on the probability of the components by Tables and same setting scenes. The distance between two shots with respect to their color or orientation content is measured based on the disaggregated set representation of the shots, using the minimum distance between the most common feature values (see [ l l ] for more details), i.e. each shots Si is described by the set of features values (fi, ..., fi] derived from each of its frames and compared with by dist(Sj, Si) = min{dfeature(fi, f j ) l f j E: S, fj E Si>.
Calculation of Distance
The distance tables of color and orientation content are used to determine same setting scenes in the same way as the distance table of audio content is used to determine audio sequences: A same setting scene comprises all shots between two shots which are no further apart than the lookahead and their distance is below the threshold. Overlapping shot clusters are grouped into scenes. Sj = U;, ..., f;)
Experimental Results
Setup
The proposed individual shot clustering algorithms and their combination have been implemented in C++. Experiments were performed on a video database consisting of two full-length feature films: "Groundhog Day" and "Forrest Gump". The former was digitized in motion IPEG from German TV at a resolution of 360x270 and a compression rate of 1:15, while the latter was extracted as an MPEG-1 video from a CD-I. For the audio tracks, a sampling rate of 8000 Hz, mono, coded in 8 bit plaw was sufficient because most of the audio content is present in the frequency bands below 4000 Hz.
Methodology
The task of shot clustering or scene determination can be formulated either as the task of finding the scenes or of eliminating shot boundaries. Both formulations -in the result -are equivalent to each other. Here, in the experimental results section it is more convenient to use the shot boundary elimination view.
In order to judge the results of our clustering algorithms, we determined "by hand" for each feature the ground truth telling which shots belong together and which do not.The reference track was constructed jointly by the authors after intensive discussion at some critical points.
The performance of the different features for shot clustering is measured by three basic numbers. For their definition we use the term "scene boundary" as a place holder for dialog, audio sequence and setting boundaries:
hit rate h:The hit rate h specifies the percentage of correctly detected scene boundaries in relation to their actual number. The hit and false hit rates of the scene types are influenced by the parameters of the clustering algorithm. The lookahead was always set to 3 shots. However, the distance threshold is dependent on the feature. In general, if its change increases the hit rate, the false hit rate also increases. In Section 4.3 , we therefore chose an optimal threshold based on the analysis of the Movie "Groundhog Day" and used that threshold also for the analysis of "Forrest Gump" in order to find out whether that choice would be good independent of the movie analyzed.
Results
4.3.1. Quality of Audio Sequence Determination. At first, we performed some tests on the distance table in order to determine the optimum distance threshold for the clustering algorithm. This lead us to a threshold of 0.09 for "Groundhog Day" with the aim of keeping the false hit rate low . This value was also used for the analysis of "Forrest Gump". With this threshold, we compared the resulting audio sequences with the manually determined ones. The resulting hit, miss and false hit rates are shown in Table 1 .
The first column in the table specifies the number of (automatically detected) shot boundaries and the number of boundaries which were eliminated manually in the reference database. The three following columns give the performance as described ab0ve.A qualitative assessment shows that the case where continuing music unwantedly integrates two scenes does not happen often. Such music is often accompanied by a soft edit such as a dissolve or a fade causing the audio sequence boundary to fall within the following shot.Difficult to determine are audio sequences either determined with a high precision by the algorithmand this is the general case -or are completely screwed UD..
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based on speech. Speech is very dynamic in its general structure as it is often interrupted by short breaks and its spectral composition changes very quickly. Semantic examination of the audio stream by determination of music, speech and noise parts, similar to [13] we first performed some tests on "Groundhog Day" in order to obtain an optimal choice of the distance threshold for the clustering algorithm on the distance table. This process led us to a threshold of 0.025 for orientation and 0.10 for color. Table 2 and Table 3 contain the results with these settings. 
Conclusion and Outlook
We have presented four features which allow shots to be clustered into audio sequences, settings and dialogs. Each scene type provides important information about the structure of a video. We measured the performance of our shot clustering approach against the ground truth manually created by the authors. The hit rate ranged from 50% to 86% at false hit rates between 0% to 19% for the two feature films "Groundhog Day" and "Forrest Gump". To our knowledge, this is the first time that the performance of a shot clustering algorithm was evaluated against a ground truth.
In general, the performance depends mainly on the feature and much less on the type of clustering algorithm employed. The better a feature or a feature set captures the semantics of certain kinds of scenes, the more correct are the constructed scenes. Thus, in the future we will try to improve the features which capture audio setting, the setting in general and the dialogs. Moreover, we are working on using the distance tables to construct a hierarchical video representation, which would lead to an intuitive video table of contents (VToc) by finding acts, scenes, and shots. Browsing, abstracting and video annotation applications could benefit from such an automatically generated VToc .
